I. INTRODUCTION
As one of the important part of grey system theory, grey model has been widely used in a number of fields. GM (1, 1) model with its small sample size required for modeling, simple and convenient calculation, and therefore has more advantages than other traditional forecasting methods. In order to improve the accuracy of the model fitting and forecasting, many scholars have done a lot of researches on increasing the smoothness of original data series, improving method of parameter estimation of the model and optimizing the background values and initial conditions.
For the research of improving grey model prediction, in order to improve the smoothness of the original sequence, many function transformation were presented in the literatures [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] ,which include logarithmic function transformation, sine transform, cosine transform, power function transformation, tangent function transformation, tangent-exponential function transformation, power function-exponential function transformation, negative exponential function transformation, and achieved satisfactory results in practical applications. It can be seen from the time response equation that factors which influence simulation results and prediction accuracy of the model, depends on the selection of the initial value and parameters a and b . Yet the parameter values are also dependent on background values. Therefore, the initial value select and whether the structure of background is reasonable directly affect simulation value and prediction accuracy of the grey model. The traditional GM(1, 1) model regards the first data in historical as the initial condition, which is equal to fitting curve must be after the first data point in the historical data, but that does not necessarily fit the facts. Literatures [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] studied the method of improving the prediction accuracy of the model in the aspect of improving background values and initial conditions. However, the contribution to unilateral improve model accuracy is limited, and in many ways the optimization model accuracy can be greatly improved. Based on the previous researches, this paper combined function transformation technology which literature [9] proposed with the method of optimizing initial conditions and original background values which the literature [14] proposed to improve GM(1, 1) model, thereby, the model accuracy is further improved.
II. TRADITIONAL GREY FORECASTING MODEL

ESTABLISHMENT
Assume that there is a set of non-negative original data sequence (0) x :
x is (0)
x once accumulated generation sequence:
Where,
z is mean generation of consecutive neighbors sequence of series (1) x : (1) (1)
Where, (1) (
To establish the first order whitenization differential equation of series (1) x : (1) ( 
Where, a and b are the parameters to be identified.
a is development coefficient and b is grey action quantity, which are reflect the relationship between the growth rate and the data of original data sequence. Where,
(1) (
Determining parameters a , b and solving the differential equations, then we can get model GM(1, 1):
, 1,2,3,...
The reduction value is:
III. OPTIMIZED GM(1,1) MODEL
A. Original Sequence Data Transformation
The original data sequence by some function transforming to reduce its smooth ratio, however inadequate date transformation can satisfy smoothness requirement but not necessarily get higher accuracy. The non-negative function transformation
x e > , which meet the requirement of decreasing its smooth ratio, adjusting compression ratio, keeping character of concave and convex unchanged, reduction error does not increase was put forwards in literature [9] . It is verified that the function transformation to deal with the original data sequence which can improve the smoothness of the initial sequence, under the circumstance of remaining the basic rules of the original data sequence unchanged.
B. Background Value and Initial Value Optimized
For optimizing background value, the literature [10] used
ln ln
, to minimize the error caused by the background value, and enhance precision of modeling sequences to a certain extent. While initial value is another important factor of effecting simulation and prediction accuracy of GM(1, 1) model. The literature [13] based on new information priority principle and minimum information theory of grey system theory, the initial condition of the original GM(1, 1) model
x by instead with (1) ( ) n x which is the nth component of series (1) x so that original sequence information can be fully reflected, and thus overcomes the disadvantages of GM(1, 1) modeling has nothing to do with
x . Since the background value and the initial value optimization can improve the accuracy of the model, and the two are independent with each other. Therefore, optimize the background value firstly and then replace the original date
(1 ) 
. The literature [14] was studied the method of optimizing initial conditions and background value, which get a new model was suitable for low growth index sequence modeling, as well as applies to high growth index sequence modeling, and the fitting precision was very high.
C. The Modeling Process of the Optimized GM(1,1) Model
The new modeling process of GM(1, 1) model is as follows: Suppose a non-negative original data sequence (0) y : y : Where, Smooth ratio test formula: 
To the series (1) x do mean generation of consecutive neighbors sequence (1) z : (1) (1) 
Establish the whitenization differential equation (1) (1)
which GM(1,1) model corresponded by using the first order accumulation generating sequence (1) x , and using the method of least squares solution parameters a and b :
, where,
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Make an initial value of 
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The reduction value is: 
Use the mean square error ratio C and small error probability p for model testing:
where,
Mean square error ratio is as small as possible, and small error probability is bigger, the better. Model precision grade test table is as shown in table 1. In this section, we present wear the bearing sleeve with time prediction as an example. The bearing sleeve has been running in period, measuring and recording the amount of wear every half a month, the data is as shown in table 2. 
A. Traditional GM (1, 1) Model
Established Traditional GM (1, 1) model: Figure 1 shows the comparison of three methods' forecast performance. From table 3 and figure 1 we can see the mean relative error obtained by the method proposed in this paper is smaller than the original model and literature [9] presented, and the new model prediction accuracy is above 99.8%. The new model mean square error ratio 0.126871642 0.35 C = < , small error probability 1 0.95 p = > , the accuracy of the model belongs to grade one. Therefore, we can conclude that the method proposed in this paper has higher simulation and prediction accuracy and certain practical value.
B. Results of Three Methods' Forecasting Comparison
VI. CONCLUSIONS
This paper we have presented a new method of optimizing the traditional GM(1, 1) model by improving the smooth ratio of data series, the background value and initial value at the same time, and get a new optimum grey model. Application examples compared the new improved models' results with improved single condition models' proves that the optimum model is better than improved single condition models, indicates that the new method this paper reported is practical and effective, which enrich the optimization theory of the gray model and broadens the application scope of the grey model.
